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the traditions and. that is how the Talmud came into existence. Now there is some augestion

that a part of the activities of the raobis in that connection was having this meeting.

If they had such a meeting they certainly wou.lu. have discussed - what is the law, the eoro

of Gc t0 which we all hold. But aid they at theat time establish a new canon, a third

series of books. Ione of which refers specifically to any event site: 40O s.C. all of which

claim to be written baft* " ".. - that right at that time Jesephas couiu. write ano

soy that all jews from their very birth would, believe all these books to be inspired, and

authoritative and would not a anything to them an that they all, came from the time before

Arti-JLerxea doesn't fit together and so I doubt if you woulu. find any scholar today who would

say that the coutcil of was the third stage. They would agree that the third stage

was long before the this council. o then our evidence forthe thira. and second stage must

be rurely cirouustancial evidence and the evidence for the first stage z is evidence which

on the face of it does not support the critical theory. You have t say the evidence has

been distorted an twisted in oraer to get the critical theory out of it.i0 critic tou.a'

.ould hold that the Council of .Jamnia made nu the Genoa. It is important to know that there

is no evidence for this second end. third stare.

2. We note the first ariment for the theory. that certain books are said to be

late, at least later than the book of Ezra--this ariment is more like a rebuttal statement.

It ives room that someone ml ht have arranged the books in a .efinite plan, even though

it miht not have been Ezra. There is no proof that these books are later. There certainly

Is no positive evidence that there wereany books written later than .Artixerxes.

3. This argument concerning the Samaratan Penteteuch---this certainly does not

prove that the Canon was ten late into being. In fact no one knows when the Samaritans

even got the five books of Moses. It is written in our Hebrew script, and round fimires

shows that it was written in a very early date. ILL. of man who went over to see the

Samaritans about 20 years ago to se if they really had the origtal copy of the Penteteuch

and who paid out quite a bit of money to be sure that he bad. the earliest copy. There are

a few places where they differ with our copy of the five books of Moses which we think were

chnged by them in early days but substantIlly it is the same as ours. It seems very un

likely that they would have rotten at time of Christ or evn around that time, since the

Samaritans had nothln to do with th'ews and hated them anyway--why would they want their book
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